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Abstract: Chaotic filter bank schemes have been proposed in the research literature to allow for 
the efficient encryption of data for real-time embedded systems. Some security flaws have been 
found in the underlying approaches which makes such a scheme unsafe for application in real life 
scenarios. In this paper, we first present an improved scheme to alleviate the weaknesses of the 
chaotic filter bank scheme, and add enhanced security features, to form a modified chaotic filter 
bank (MCFB) scheme. Next, we present a reconfigurable hardware implementation of the MCFB 
scheme. Implementation on reconfigurable hardware speeds up the performance of MCFB 
scheme by mapping some of the multipliers in design to reconfigurable look-up tables, while 
removing many unnecessary multipliers. An optimised implementation on Xilinx Virtex-5 
XC5VLX330 FPGA gave a speedup of 30% over non-optimised direct implementation. A clock 
frequency of 88 MHz was obtained. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Chaos and cryptography 

Chaos theory plays an active role in modern cryptography. 
As the basis for developing a cryptosystem, the advantage 
of using chaos lies in its random behaviour and sensitivity to 
initial conditions and parameter settings to fulfil the 
classical Shannon requirements of confusion and diffusion 
(Shannon, 1949). A tiny difference in the starting state and 

parameter setting of these systems can lead to completely 
different outputs over a few iterations. Thus, sensitivity to 
initial conditions manifests itself as an exponential growth 
of error and the behaviour of system appears chaotic. 

Quite a bit of research has been devoted to the study of 
continuous-time chaotic systems such as the oscillator 
circuits (Carroll and Pecora, 1991; Liang et al., 2008; 
Robilliard et al., 2006). However, these schemes need a 
synchronisation procedure. On the other hand, discrete-time 
chaotic systems behave like private-key encryption 
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algorithms (Rueppel, 1986) and are amenable to 
implementation on fixed point hardware. 

Many chaotic block ciphers (Baptista, 1998; Kocarev et 
al., 1998; Guanrong Chen and Chui, 2004; Yaobin Mao and 
Lian, 2004; Pichler and Scharinger, 1996) have been 
proposed in research literature. For example, Baptista 
(1998) builds a block cipher based on chaotic encryption. 
Each character of the message is encoded as the integer 
number of iterations performed in the logistic equation, in 
order to transfer the trajectory from an initial condition 
towards a pre-defined interval inside the logistic chaotic 
attractor. 

Some limitations of such block ciphers and the logistic 
chaotic attractor are explained as follows: 

Firstly, the distribution of the ciphertext is not flat 
enough to ensure high security since the occurrence 
probability of cipher blocks decays exponentially as the 
number of iterations increases. Secondly, the encryption 
speed of these cryptographic schemes is very slow since at 
least 250 iterations of the chaotic map are required for 
encrypting an 8-bit symbol. The number of iterations may 
vary up to 65,532. Thirdly, the length of ciphertext is at 
least twice that of plaintext, X bits of message may result in 
several tens of thousands of iterations that need 2X bytes to 
carry. Despite the improvements proposed by subsequent 
research, block ciphers based on Baptista’s (1998) work 
remain slow to satisfy the encryption needs of the real-time 
data encryption systems. 

A stream cipher was designed over chaotic maps and 
presented in early 1991 by Habutsu et al. (1991). Its 
cryptanalysis was presented in the same conference (Biham, 
1991). Guanrong Chen and Chui (2004), and Yaobin Mao 
and Lian (2004) constructed a block cipher based on  
three-dimensional maps while Pichler and Scharinger 
(1996) proposed a cipher by direct discretisation of two 
dimensional Baker map. A good survey and introductory 
tutorial on these schemes is found in Yang (2004) and 
Kocarev (2001). The authors in Masuda and Aihara (2002) 
present a crypto-system based on a discretisation of the 
skew tent map. Masuda et al. (2006) presents chaotic Feistel 
and chaotic uniform operations for block ciphers. Although 
various schemes/maps have been proposed in the research 
literature, the logistic map remains one of the simplest maps 
and is used in many schemes. 

1.2 Wavelets and chaotic filter banks 

Chaotic filter banks based cipher was proposed by Ling et 
al. (2007). It allows great flexibility in the design and gives 
the following advantages: 

1 One can embed signals in different frequency bands by 
employing different chaotic functions. 

2 The number of chaotic generators to be employed and 
their corresponding functions can be selected and 
designed in a flexible manner because perfect 
reconstruction does not depend on the invertibility, 

causality, linearity and time invariance of the 
corresponding chaotic functions. 

3 The ratios of the subband signal powers to the chaotic 
subband signal powers can be easily changed by the 
designers and perfect reconstruction is still guaranteed 
no matter how small these ratios are. 

4 The proposed cryptographic system can be easily 
adapted to the international multimedia standards, such 
as JPEG 2000 and MPEG-4 (Ling et al., 2007). 

The encryption procedure is carried out by decomposing the 
input plaintext signal into two different subbands and 
masking each of them with a pseudorandom number 
sequence generated by iterating the chaotic logistic map. 
The authors (Ling et al., 2007) use the discrete wavelet 
transform (DWT) based filters banks in their approach to 
maintain compatibility with existing image compression 
standards such as JPEG 2000 (Christopoulos et al., 2000). 

Arroyo et al. (2009) presents a cryptanalysis of Ling et 
al. (2007) which exposes weaknesses of chaotic filter bank 
against known plaintext attacks and also exposes the 
limitation of reduction of key space by use of logistic map. 

1.3 Scope and organisation of this paper 

In this paper, we present the design and implementation of a 
chaotic stream cipher that uses less hardware, has promising 
security and has high throughput to serve the requirements 
of real-time embedded systems. The main contributions of 
this paper can be summarised as follows: 

1 The proposed modified chaotic filter bank (MCFB) 
scheme is a lightweight cipher designed to satisfy the 
resource requirements of real-time embedded systems, 
security requirements of modern communication 
systems and format-compliance with existing 
multimedia compression standards such as JPEG 2000, 
MPEG-4, etc. 

2 To the best of knowledge of the authors, this is the first 
hardware implementation of a chaotic filter bank 
scheme in hardware. 

3 A clock frequency of 88 MHz was obtained for a 
Virtex-5 XC5VLX330 FPGA. The design was 
synthesised and implemented using Xilinx ISE 10.1 
tool. 

The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 gives  
a brief overview of the wavelet transform. Section 3  
gives details of the chaotic filter bank scheme proposed 
earlier. In Section 4, we discuss the MCFB scheme and 
subsequently discuss its distinguishing features in Section 5 
and Section 6. Section 5 explains the improved chaotic 
oscillator (ICO) and Section 6 gives an overview of wavelet 
parameterisation. Section 8 gives the details of hardware 
implementation over Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGA and the 
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proposed optimisations, while Section 9 concludes the paper 
with directions of future work. 

2 Wavelets 

The efficient representation of time-frequency information 
by the wavelet transform has led to its popularity for signal 
processing applications. It provides superior rate-distortion 
and subjective image quality performance over existing 
standards. Applying a 2D DWT to an image of resolution  
M × N results in four images of dimensions 2 2 :NM ×  three 
are detailed images along the horizontal (LH), vertical (HL) 
and diagonal (HH), and one is coarse approximation (LL) of 
the original image. LL represents the low frequency 
component of the image, while LH, HL, and HH represent 
the high frequency components. This LL image can be 
further decomposed by DWT operation. Three levels of 
such transforms are applied and shown in Figure 1. The 
coarse information is preserved in the LL3 image and this 
operation forms the basis of multi-resolution analysis for 
DWT (Vetterli and Kovačevic, 1995). 

Figure 1 Result of three level 2D wavelet transform operation on 
an image 

 

Prior works in signal processing explain that the 1D DWT 
can be viewed as a signal decomposition using specific low 
pass and high pass filters. A single stage of image 
decomposition can be implemented by successive horizontal 
row and vertical column wavelet transforms. Thus, one level 
of DWT operation is represented by filtering with high and 
low pass filters across row and column successively and is 
explained in Figure 2. After each filtering a down sampling 
is done by a factor of 2 to remove the redundant 
information. 

2.1 Commonly used DWT filters 

The two most common DWT filters used in image 
compression are Gall’s 5/3 filter and the Daubechies 9/7 

filter (Christopoulos et al., 2000). They are accepted in the 
JPEG 2000 standards. The Gall’s filter has rational 
coefficients and its hardware implementation requires less 
resources. The Daubechies 9/7 (also commonly known as 
CDF 9/7) filter has better compression performance. 
However, it has irrational coefficients therefore its hardware 
requirements are very large. 

Figure 2 Basic stages of a one level 2D wavelet transform 
operation (see online version for colours) 

 

2.1.1 Daubechies 9/7-tap bi-orthogonal filter 

The biorthogonal Daubechies 9/7 filter is the most widely 
used filter for DWT operation. These wavelets have 
symmetric scaling and wavelet functions, i.e., both the low 
pass and high pass filters are symmetric. This filter has 
excellent image compression capabilities. There are four 
filters that comprise the two-channel biorthogonal wavelet 
system. The analysis and synthesis low-pass filters are 
denoted by H0 and G0 respectively. The analysis and 
synthesis high pass filters are denoted by H1 and G1 
respectively and are obtained by quadrature mirroring the 
low-pass filters. 

1
1 0 1 0( ) ( ), ( ) ( )H z z G z G z zH z−= − = −  (1) 

If we define D(z) = G0(z)H0(z) the perfect reconstruction 
(PR) condition simplifies to the following: 

( ) ( ) 2D z D z+ − =  (2) 

This equation is solved using Lagrange half band filters 
(LHBF), LK(z) where : 
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This is simplified for K = 4 to get the famous  
Cohen-Daubechies-Feauveau filter also known as 
Daubechies biorthogonal 9/7 filter. The filter coefficients 
are irrational. 
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2.1.2 Gall’s 5/3 filter 

Gall and Tabatabai (1988) solved the PR condition by 
substituting D(z) = a0 + a2z−2 + a3z−3 + a2z−4 + a0z−6 with the 
condition 1

0 8 ,0 .a ⎡ ⎤∈ −⎣ ⎦  For 1
16a =  the simplification leads 

to the famous Gall’s 5/3 filter pair. This filter has lower 
latency than the ones studied earlier but provides lesser 
image compression capabilities. 

2.2 Reconfigurable hardware implementation 

Much research has been done in the development of DWT 
architectures for image processing (Benkrid et al., 2001, 
2003; Ritter and Molitor, 2001; Kotteri et al., 2005; Martina 
and Masera, 2007). A good survey on architectures on DWT 
coding is given by Tseng et al. (2005). 

Recent works in partial reconfiguration of FPGAs 
implement DWT in a reconfigurable fashion. Claus et al. 
(2008) gives a comparison of embedded reconfigurable 
video-processing architectures. They propose a hybrid of 
two hardware platforms: one providing easy reconfiguration 
of modules and the other providing easy implementation 
with higher clock frequency, to achieve an optimal  
FPGA-based dynamically and partially reconfigurable 
platform for real-time video and image processing.  
The tool ReCoBus-Builder (Koch et al., 2008) simplifies the 
generation of dynamically reconfigurable systems  
to almost a push button process. The work also  
describes a communication infrastructure for dynamically 
reconfigurable systems. 

3 Chaotic filter bank scheme 

The chaotic filter bank scheme is illustrated in Figure 3. A 
chaotic function αi() is used to create chaotic response to the 
system. 

( ) ( ), {1, 2}i iα n n s n i= + ∈  

where si(n) is the output of chaotic map. 
The various signals in Figure 3 are expressed as follows: 
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The reconstructed signal [ ]x n′  must be the same as the 
original signal x[n]. At the decoder, first the effect of mixing 
with chaotic signals is reversed and then corresponding 
inverse wavelet transform is applied. 
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where h0, h1 are so-called analysis and g0, g1 are synthesis 
filters. Choosing Gall’s 5/3 filter or Daubechies 9/7 filters 
allow correct recovery of the plain text signal. 

Figure 3 Block diagram representation of the chaotic filter bank 
scheme (a) the encryption module and (b) the 
decryption module 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

3.1 Chaotic maps 

As explained above, the chaotic filter bank scheme uses two 
chaotic maps α0() and α1() for its operation. These chaotic 
maps are based on the logistic map. 

The logistic map is a polynomial mapping of degree 2. It 
demonstrates chaotic behaviour although using a simple 
non-linear dynamical equation. Mathematically, the logistic 
map is written as: 

( )1 1n LM n nx λ x x+ = × −  

where λLM is a positive number. 
The behaviour of logistic map is dependent on the value 

of λLM. At λLM ≈ 3.57 is the onset of chaos, at the end of the 
period-doubling cascade. We can no longer see any 
oscillations. Slight variations in the initial population yield 
dramatically different results over time, a prime 
characteristic of chaos. Most values beyond 3.57 exhibit a 
chaotic behaviour, but certain isolated values of λLM appear 
to show non-chaotic behaviour and are called as islands of 
stability. Beyond λLM = 4, the values eventually leave the 
interval [0, 1] and diverge for almost all initial values. 

A rough description of chaos is that chaotic systems 
exhibit a great sensitivity to initial conditions – a property of 
the logistic map for most values of λ between about 3.57 
and 4. This stretching-and-folding does not just produce a 
gradual divergence of the sequences of iterates, but an 
exponential divergence, evidenced also by the complexity 
and unpredictability of the chaotic logistic map. 
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Table 1 Coefficients for the CDF 9/7 filter 

i h0(i) h1(i) 

±4 0.026748757411 0 
±3 –0.016864118443 0.091271763114 
±2 –0.078223266529 –0.057543526229 
±1 0.266864118443 –0.591271763114 
0 0.602949018236 1.11508705 

i g0(i) g1(i) 

±4 0 0.026748757411 
±3 –0.091271763114 0.016864118443 
±2 –0.057543526229 –0.078223266529 
±1 0.591271763114 –0.266864118443 
0 1.11508705 0.602949018236 

3.2 Key space 

The authors in Ling et al. (2007) suggest using the initial 
values of logistic map and the value of parameter λLM to 
build the key space. 

Arroyo et al. (2009) present a cryptanalysis of the above 
mentioned scheme and exposes some weaknesses of the 
scheme. They are enumerated as follows: 

1 Reduction of the key space (Ling et al., 2007) proposes 
to use the entire range [3, 4] as the key space. The 
values of λLM in the interval [3, 3.57)] do not produce 
any chaos. Besides this, there are many points (known 
as islands as islands of singularity) in the interval 
[3.57.4] where iteration on logistic map leads to 
oscillation among finite values [see Figure 4(d)]. 
Another issue is the non-uniform distribution of output 
values [as shown in Figure 4(a)–Figure 4(b)]. 

2 Vulnerability to known plain-text attack. The value of 
λLM can be calculated very accurately from two 
successive iterations of the logistic map leading to 
successful plain text attacks on the scheme. 

4 The MCFB scheme 

The MCFB scheme makes three modifications to the 
original scheme, making it more secure and also improving 
its frequency resolution. 

1 The chaotic filter bank scheme (Ling et al., 2007) 
involves mixing of low pass and high pass coefficients. 
This mixing hampers the compression performance of 
the wavelet transform. The equations for z0[n] and z1[n] 
have y1[n], and y0[n] terms in expressions for z0[n] and 
z1[n] respectively which lead to loss of frequency 
resolution of DWT. 

 The new relationship between z0[n] and z1[n] is given 
by the following equations: 

0 0 0[ ] [ ] [ ],z n y n s n= +  

 and 

1 1 1[ ] [ ] [ ]z n y n s n= +  

2 We use an ICO instead of the standard logistic map. 
This chaotic oscillator, although derived from the 
standard logistic map, is strong against known 
cryptanalysis of logistic map-based ciphers and chaotic 
filter banks. Moreover, it has a large continuous key 
space as against logistic map which has very limited 
key space with regions of stability within the same 
range. 

3 We replace the DWT filter banks with a parameterised 
filter bank that yields has the same properties as the 
original filters but allows us to choose from a very large 
number of possible filters while implementing a filter 
bank. 

 The choice of filter bank and parameters for the chaotic 
oscillators used in the design is governed by a key. The 
overall system is shown in Figure 5. 

The ICO and parameterised wavelet transform are explained 
in following two sections. 

Figure 4 Histogram for 50,000 samples obtained using Logistic 
map with initial seed 0.100010 and (a) λLM = 3.61  
(b) λLM = 3.91 (c) λLM = 4 (d) λLM = 3.83 (see online 
version for colours) 

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

5 Improved chaotic oscillator 

In this subsection, we give a brief description of an ICO, 
based on a MLM that alleviates the problems associated 
with chaotic generator proposed in Ling et al. (2007). The 
proposed scheme is robust to the choice of initial conditions 
(due to lack of any unsuitable λ values), achieves real-time 
encryption speed and resistant to known attacks. 
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Figure 5 Block diagram representation of the MCFB scheme (a) 
the encryption module and (b) the decryption module 
(see online version for colours) 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

5.1 The modified logistic map (MLM) 

Our initial experimentation involved generation of  
pseudo-random number sequences by varying the parameter 
λLM in the range [3.57, 4]. It led to several observations: 

1 The histogram obtained for different λLM values (with 
50,000 samples) is skewed and not uniform or flat. This 
is illustrated for λLM = 3.61 and λLM = 3.91 values in 
Figure 4(a)–Figure 4(b). The distribution for λLM = 4 is 
most flat and symmetric [see Figure 4(c)]. It is 
desirable to have a flatter distribution of samples drawn 
from the logistic map in order to increase its 
randomness. 

2 For λLM = 4, the logistic map equation  
xn+1 = λLM × xn(1 − xn) has the same domain and range 
intervals (0, 1). For λLM < 4 and input xn in range (0, 1), 
the range of xn+1 in the expression is (0, λLM /4] and 
the distribution of random numbers is biased  
towards 0 or 1 [as seen in distributions in  
Figure 4(a)–Figure 4(b)]. It is desirable to have a 
distribution of random numbers symmetric around 0.5. 

3 There are certain isolated values of λLM that appear to 
show non-chaotic behaviour and are called as islands of 
stability. For example: 1 (8) 3.83LMλ = + ≈  show 
oscillation between three values. 

4 λLM = 4.0 has most flat, uniform and symmetric 
histogram than other λLM values. 

We address these issues by developing a MLM, defined by 
the following equation: 

( )1 1n n nx λ x x μ+ = × − +  

where the xn values are restricted to the interval [α, 1 − α], 
α < 0.5. The maxima of this function occurs at xn = 0.5 and 
the maximum value is λ/4 + μ while the minimum (in 

specified domain) occurs at xn = α or xn = 1 − α and the 
minimum value is λ × (1 − α) + μ. Equating the maximum 
and minimum values to the range [α, (1 − α)] leads to the 
following equations: 

(1 )α λα α μ= − +  

1
4
λα μ− = +  

On solving these equations, we get 4
1 2αλ −=  and 

(2 3)
1 2 .α α

αμ −
−=  Substituting these values, we get a flatter 

histogram for the new logistic map as evident in Figure 6. 
This MLM addresses the requirements of flatter and 
symmetric distribution and also avoids islands of stability 
by generating a flat distribution for all values of α. 

Figure 6 Histogram for 50,000 samples obtained using modified 
logistic map with α values corresponding to  
(a) λLM = 3.61 and (b) λLM = 3.91 (see online version 
for colours) 

 
(a) (b) 

The output of the MLM (xn) is quantised to get a 16 bit 
value pn. xn, 0 < xn < 1 is represented in fixed point as 
follows: 

{ }
1

0

2
N

j N
n j

j

x a
−

−

=

= ×∑  

where aj are individual bit values. 
Thus, pn is given by: 

{ }
15

0

2 j N
n j

j

p a −

=

= ×∑  

The quantisation step or truncation of more significant bits 
is non-linear in nature (it is a many-one mathematical 
function), thereby increasing the complexity of any attacks 
that try to recover the logistic map information from the 
cipher text using any cryptanalysis. 

We generate another pseudo-random sequence sn from 
the given sequence pn by the following operation: 

1 2n n n ns p p p− −= ⊕ ⊕  

There is no linear correlation between the two sequences pn 
and sn. Statistical de-correlation makes it difficult to  
back-track pn from sn. 
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6 Wavelet parameterisation 

We now present a new layout and configuration scheme for 
the parameterised DWT. A new parameterised construction 
of the DWT filter with rational coefficients has dual 
advantages. The parameterised construction can be used to 
build a key scheme while the rational coefficients of the 
DWT enable an efficient hardware architecture using fixed 
point arithmetic (Pande and Zambreno, 2009). We get the 
following expression for H1(z) and H2(z). 
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We get different DWT filters simply by changing the a 
values. The choice of the a value is secretly determined 
using a secret key. The numerical value of free parameter a 
can be varied over a wide range while retaining the perfect 
reconstruction property of the wavelet transform. However, 
as we vary the value of a over the range (−∞, +∞), the 
output values of the DWT operation have a very large 
dynamic range requiring a larger number of bits for 
representation. This would reduce the compression rates 
achievable with the DWT-based coders. Numerical 
experiments show that parameterised DWT has a good 
PSNR value for image reconstruction with set-partitioning 
in Hierarchical Trees (SPIHT) based coder when a varies in 
the range 1 to 3. When a varies beyond this range, the 
output DWT coefficients are spread over a large dynamic 
range. At low bit rates, the encoder is not able to efficiently 
encode such a large range of input coefficients leading to 
poor compression results for natural images. 

7 Security enhancement 

A serious drawback of chaotic crypto-systems is that they 
are weak against known-plaintext attacks. If the  
plain-text and the ciphertext are known, it is easy to XOR 
both the values and obtain the key value that was XORed to 
the original plaintext. Our proposed scheme has many 
advantages over logistic map: 

• The MLM has better security properties than the 
logistic map. Figure 7 shows the sensitivity of MLM to 
the initial conditions. A slight difference in the initial 
condition leads to outputs which are completely 
uncorrelated. The bifurcation map for LM and MLM 
are shown in Figure 8. The absence of any white space 
in the key space of MLM allows us to build a 
continuous key-space. Figure 9 shows the graph for 
Lyapunov exponent for MLM which is higher than LM. 
A positive and higher Lyapunov exponent indicates the 
rate of divergence of two closely related inputs for the 
system. 

• The random feedback scheme makes it difficult to 
predict the key value XORed to the original plaintext. 

• The sequences sn and pn are linearly uncorrelated from 
each other making it difficult to reverse engineer the 
values of pn from sn. 

• The sequence pn is obtained by sampling of xn which is 
used to iterate the chaotic map. In the hardware 
implementation (presented in next section), we sample 
the Least Significant 16 bits (out of 64) of xn to get pn. 
Because, the chaotic map is more sensitive to the MSB 
than to the LSB (and we have 48 unknown MSB bits), 
it is practically impossible to trace back the xn value. 

• We allowed 100 iterations of MLM in the beginning to 
allow the diffusion of initial key bits and parameter 
values. It was found that within approximately 20 
iterations of logistic map the initial parameter values 
are fully diffused: the two logistic maps with a slight 
difference in initial conditions will appear completely 
de-correlated in their outputs after at most 20 iterations. 
Allowing 100 iterations help us to be on a safer side to 
allow full diffusion of the initial key parameters. 

• Use of DWT parameterisation adds to the security of 
the scheme. The exact choice of DWT filter is given by 
a secret key. Lack of this knowledge will lead to 
inexact extraction of plain-text after decrypting the 
cipher-text. 

Figure 7 Correlation test of the pseudo-random sequence  
(a) generated using different initial values x0 and  
(b) different initial parameter α 

 
(a) (b) 

Note: The plots are measured against initial value  
α = 0.110000 and x0 = 0.410021. 
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Figure 8 Bifurcation diagram for (a) logistic map showing the 
white spaces (islands of stability) and asymmetricity 
and (b) modified logistic map with symmetric and 
flatter distribution (see online version for colours) 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 9 Plot of Lyapunov coefficient (Λ – solid line) for (a) 
Logistic map as a function of parameter λLM indicating 
regions of non-chaotic behaviour and (b) modified 
logistic map showing higher divergence than logistic 
map and independence of Λ from parameter α (see 
online version for colours) 

 
(a) (b) 

The ICO shows good results against runs test, serial test, 
correlation test etc. which are used to prove the randomness 
of output s[n] or sn. 

8 Hardware implementation 

Figure 10 shows the hardware architecture for MCFB 
scheme. The input x[n] is first pipelined for eight cycles and 
then the parameterised DWT filter is applied over it. The 
nine pipelined stages are then reduced to five by adding the 
stages with similar wavelet coefficients together to get wi[n] 
(wi[n] = x[n + i] + x[n − i], i ∈ {0, 4}). These are then 
multiplied with the a, a−1 and a2 values and summed up to 
get the low pass and high pass values y0[n] and y1[n]. The 
outputs of two ICO s is then added to these two signals to 
get z0[n] and z1[n] respectively. 

The hardware architecture of ICOs is shown in  
Figure 11. Two instances of ICOs are required in the design. 

Some optimisation steps performed to reduce the cost of 
the underlying hardware are summarised below: 

1 Division by binary coefficients (e.g., 1/64, 1/16, 1/4) 
was performed using arithmetic shift operations. 

2 The input stream was pipelined. As shown in Figure 10, 
our architecture takes one pixel (or channel input) as 
the input and outputs the low and high pass signal 

coefficients with a finite latency. Increasing the system 
latency allows us to achieve a higher clock speed (and 
hence higher throughput). 

Figure 10 Hardware architecture for the modified chaotic filter 
bank scheme (see online version for colours) 

 

Figure 11 Hardware architecture for improved chaotic oscillator 
(see online version for colours) 
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The hardware implementation of proposed architecture was 
done using the Xilinx ISE 10.1 tool. The target device is a 
Xilinx Virtex-5 XC4VLX330 FPGA. The input x[n] is 8 bits 
wide, the intermediate values yi[n] and zi[] are represented 
in 16 bits precision. The chaotic oscillator is implemented 
with an internal bit width of 64 bits, while only last 16 bits 
of the output of MLM contribute to the pseudorandom 
number generated by ICO. This prevents any cryptanalysis 
of ICO while requiring some extra computations. The 16 bit 
output of each ICO is added to the outputs yi[n] to get the 
output signal zi[n]. Modulating the amplitude of ICO output 
(si[n]) allows us to change the range of the subband signal 
power to the chaotic subband power dynamically. 

As mentioned, the iterating value of MLM (x(i) and the 
parameters λ and μ are both implemented with 64 bits  
fixed-point precision. The permissible range of parameter α 
was chosen to be (0, 0.375) which is represented in fixed 
point with 0 integer bits and 64 fractional bits. This is 
represented shortly as 0.64 in Integer.Floating point (I.F) 
format. The range for parameter λ is then calculated to be 
(Robilliard et al., 2006; Masuda et al., 2006) which is 
implemented with 5.59 I.F format. The range for μ is  
(−3, −15.0975) which is represented using 5.59 I.F format. 
Thus, the multiplication λ × x(i) × (1 − x(i)) is truncated to 
5.59 I.F format and then added to μ to obtain the new value 
for x(i). 

A direct implementation gave a clock frequency of  
67.8 MHz while requiring 48 DSP48E slices present in the 
Virtex-5 FPGA for efficient multiplication and addition 
operations. We present two optimisations to improve the 
clock frequency of the design while reducing the hardware 
requirements of the design. 

8.1 Reconfigurable constant multiplier 

The values a, a2 and a−1 remain constant in the 
Parameterised DWT architecture for thousands of clock 
cycles. For example, in case of image processing, we will 
use the same a value for individual frame. Thus, the 13 
multipliers used in the design can be replaced by 
reconfigurable look-up tables (LUTs) to allow fast 
arithmetic and more efficient implementation. 

If the input is represented by B1 bits and constant (a 
values) is represented by B2 bits, we can use (B1 + B2)  
B2-input LUTs to get the output values of H1(k) and H2(k). 
Alternatively we can break down a (B1 × B2) bit 
multiplication into smaller input LUTs. Thus, the LUTs 
based multiplication can be reconfigured to incorporate any 
changes in encryption key (Pande and Zambreno, 2010). 

Arbitrary hardware multipliers can be implemented 
using the propagate and generate algorithm (Mano and 
Ciletti, 2006). It is found that output is a function of inputs 
and is characterised uniquely by a logical expression which 
can be fit into a LUT. If one of the inputs (say B) is a 
constant, the output bit Si can be represented as a logic 
function of bit values of the other input A. 

( )1 1 0, ,... ,i i n nS f A A A A−=  

The truth table of these functions fi(...) can be evaluated 
either by logical simplification or by exhaustive search over 
the input values. We can implement a M × K bit constant 
multiplication using (M + K) K-input LUTs. Next, we 
discuss the mapping of an M × K bit constant multiplier into 
4-LUTs which are more freely available in commercial 
FPGAs. 

8.1.1 Mapping a generic RCM into LUTs 

The multiplication of two inputs A and B (M-bit variable 
input A, K-bit reconfigurable constant B) can be mapped to 
LUTs similar to 4 × 4 bits multiplier by obtaining a generic 
expression for S1, S2 ... SM+K−1. Si values can be represented 
as f(AM−1, AM−2, ... A1) and can be therefore mapped into an 
M-input LUT. We have (M + K − 1) Si values, requiring  
(M + K − 1) M-input LUTs to multiply A and B. 

A (K + 1)-input LUT can be built from 2 K-input LUTs. 
For example, we can build a 8-LUT from 2 7-LUTs which 
can be synthesised from 2 × 2 = 4 6-LUTs. Thus, one  
8-LUT can be made from 24 = 16 4-LUTs and an arbitrary 
M-LUT from 2M−4 4-LUTs. 

Figure 12 gives an example of multiplication of 8-bit 
number with 12-bit constant (M = 8, K = 12). Figure 12(a) 
depicts implementation using 8-LUTs. 20 8-LUTs or 
equivalently 128 4-LUTs are used in the design. 

Figure 12(b) provides an alternative implementation of 
the same multiplication by breaking the input number into 
multiples of 4-bit values. 4-input LUTs are used to obtain 
the X and Y values which are then added together using an 
adder. This implementation requires 32 4-LUTs and a 20 bit 
adder. This design requires less LUTs but the presence of 
20-bit adder may slow down the clock speed of such a 
design. 

Figure 12 Illustration of 12-bit constant multiplication with a  
8-bit input (a) the individual bits of product are 
obtained as output of a 8-LUT (b) 4-LUTs are used in 
the implementation with the input A divided into  
two 4-bit values (see online version for colours) 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

8.2 Hardware optimisations for ICO 

A single DSP48E slice can perform a maximum of  
25 × 18 bits multiplication and hence 12 slices are required 
for a 64 × 64 bits multiplication. Two multiplications 
require 24 DSP48E slices. 
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We present an optimisation of usage of DSP multipliers 
based on above observations for the multiplication of two 
64 bit numbers X and Y. X is sign extended to 72 bits (XSE 
and represented by XaXbXc where Xa,Xb and Xc are each 24 
bit long sequences. 

{ } { } { } { }71 71 47 23
0 48 24 0SE a b cX X X X=  

Similarly, we can represent Y as combination of four 16 bit 
numbers YwYxYyYz. 

{ } { } { } { }3163 47 1571
0 032 32 70

{ } w x y zY Y Y Y Y=  

Numerically, 
48 242 2 ,SE a b cX X X X X= = × + × +  

and 
48 32 162 2 2 .w x y zY Y Y Y Y= × + × + × +  

The product X × Y can then be represented as: 

( ) (
)

48 24 48

32 16

96 72 48

80 56 32

64 40 16

48 24 0

2 2 2

2 2

2 2 2

2 2 2

2 2 2

2 2 2

a b c w

x y z

a w b w c w

a x b x c x

a y b y c y

a z b z c z

X Y X X X Y

Y Y Y

X Y X Y X Y X Y

X Y X Y X Y

X Y X Y X Y

X Y X Y X Y

× = × + × + × ×

+ × + × +

⇒ × = × + × + ×

+ × + × + ×

+ × + × + ×

+ × + × + ×

 

Now, considering the product Xn(1 − Xn) in the logistic map, 
we multiply two 0.64 I.F values to get an output which is in 
0.128 I.F format. We truncate the last 64 bits to get the 64 
bit approximate value of Xn+1. Because X is represented in 
72 bits, we can discard lower 72 bits of the product. Each of 
the product XαYβ, such that α ∈ {a, b, c} and  
β ∈ {w, x, y, z} is of size 40 bits and can be implemented in 
a single DSP48E slice. 

Thus, 
96 76 48

80 56

64 40

48

2 2 2

2 2

2 2

2

a w b w c w

a x b x

a y b y

a z

X Y X Y X Y X Y

X Y X Y

X Y X Y

X Y

× = × + × + ×

+ × + ×

+ × + ×

+ ×

 

The other multiplication operation can also be optimised in 
a similar manner. Thus, we can reduce the hardware 
requirements and critical path for the implementation. 

The above mentioned optimisations enhance the 
performance of original design. The use of reconfigurable 
LUTs instead of multipliers reduces the critical path of 
DWT architecture by replacing a multiplication operation 
with a look-up operation. The second optimisation – 

truncating the extra hardware for building ICO reduces the 
number of DSP slices used by the design by 33%. 

The original design required 14 10 × 9 bits multipliers 
and four 64 × 64 bits multiplier which required 48 DSP48E 
slices and LUTs for implementation. The optimised 
implementation uses only 32 24 × 16 bits multiplier which 
are implemented in 32 DSP48E slices. Moreover, the 
achievable clock frequency increases by 30% from  
67.8 MHz to 88.3 MHz. 

9 Conclusions 

This paper presents a novel chaotic filter bank based scheme 
for cryptographic operations. The scheme, based on MLM is 
suitable for embedded real-time applications and resistant to 
known cryptanalysis. The scheme can be used with image 
compression algorithms such as JPEG 2000. 

This paper also presents a reconfigurable hardware 
implementation of the proposed scheme. Use of 
reconfigurable hardware allows partial removal of  
hard-multipliers from the design and gives improvement in 
clock frequency by 30%. The hard-coded key parameters (a 
values) can be changed by the use of partial reconfiguration 
techniques. 
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